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Whereas prior to the arrival of the first Europeans in 1778, 
the Native Hawaiian people lived in a highly organized, 

self-sufficient, subsistent social system based on 
communal land tenure with a sophisticated language, 

culture, and religion.

— U.S. Public Law 103-150, The Apology Resolution
November 23, 1993



AHUPUAʻA MINDSET
BUILT ON RESILIENCE AND SELF-DETERMINATION

- Mountain to ocean, closed loop, private

- Indigenous economics with the goal of harmony and symbiosis

- Aina, nature, and health of the whole is front and center

- Communal land tenure

- Need for new ways to engage

Ahupuaʻa is a Hawaiian term for a large traditional 
socioeconomic, geologic, and climatic subdivision 
of land - Wikipedia



WHY: RESTORATION OF INDIGENOUS SYSTEMS

The ahupuaʻa was a self-sustaining unit. With proper management, the needs of all could be met within its 

boundaries. What they couldn’t make or get themselves, they could get from others through barter and trade. 

Resources that were limited were placed under kapu to be available in the future. The people thrived and the 

land thrived.

A return to the ahupuaʻa live-work system would allow us to strengthen our community resources and better 

provide for the future of our home and all who live on it. 

The mission of EA is to restore these footprints by building and informing a digital Ahupuaʻa that captures 

elements of this ancient system, and re-purposes them in a modern context.



A LOOK AT OUR CURRENT 
REALITY: THE NEW NORM

- Unresolved political climate

- Systems and Gov. collapsing

- Downfall of mainstream media + global social networks

- Lost of trust

- Social distancing, increased disconnection



Ea
Def. Hawaiian:

1. n. Sovereignty, rule, independence.
2. n. Life, air, breath, respiration.
3. vi. To rise, go up, raise,





SOLUTION: EA: To Rise Up

- Mobile App based on social exchange

- Meant to re-establish and restore the closed-loop social network of the past

- Tracks and measures intangible actions and rewards based on activity, exploration and the Spirit of 

Community

- Mashup of Digital and IRL to augment reality and create a blended experience that bridges worlds

- Built on Glide, powered by Google Sheets

Exchange Ave is a mobile app, designed for highly-organized, 
self-sufficient social exchange.



Early adoption and pitch for buy-in. 

First phase feedback to inform 

continued data + visual development

Improve current interactions and 

datasets, re-imagine data-types 

and UX to plan for dynamic hooks

Continued data capture and 

interaction with multiple EAs 

across multiple landbases

Expand and onboard new 

land-bases beyond Hawaii.

NEXT STEPS

PHASE 2 PHASE 3 PHASE 4PHASE 1
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